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TOOLS OF THE TRADE
1) “Ear Defenders” - ear muffs can be beneficial for some clients who easily 
become overwhelmed and over stimulated in loud spaces. Noise reducing head-
phones can help block out some of the background noises and allows a child to 
regulate and process information that is most important.

2) “First/Then Visual” - this visual aid is based on Premack’s principal of reinforcing 
a less preferred behaviour by awarding a privilege to engage in a more desired 
behaviour. We’ve all heard the saying ‘you can have your dessert as soon as you 
finish your dinner’. Along with motivational skill building, this tool can teach logical 
sequence of events and visually clarify step-by-step instructions.

3) A collection of toys and items used across many of our programs. Some times 
they are used here at the Centre or brought in during our Supported Child Devel-
opment Program visits to various early learning centres to use or borrow.

• “Doorbell House” - great toy for kids to practice manipulation while building 
fine motor and problem solving skills.

• “Fidget Toys” - by keeping hands busy with this style of toy, clients can then 
better regulate and focus.

• “Wiggly Seat” -  the Sit Fit seat is used to enhance engagement and build core 
strength during pre-school group activities.

4) Bubbles! - and blowing bubbles is not only calming for children but also offers 
many developmental opportunities. In the area of Speech and Language Therapy, 
blowing bubbles can assist in positioning and strengthening the tongue for sounds 
produced in the back of the mouth. Additionally, it can strengthen abdominal mus-
cles for sustained speech and increased sentence length. Who doesn’t love bubbles?

5) Visual Timer - used to help young children to “see” time pass. Even young chil-
dren instinctively understand that when the red disk is gone, time is up. Seeing this 
can ease stressful transitions by showing “how much longer”and increase a child’s 
confidence and independence.

6) “The Clicker” - an Autism Interventionist tool for collecting data on behaviours and 
skills their client regularly displays. Sometimes multiple counters can be used to track 
multiple behaviors. Data can then be used to further refine the child’s service plan.

7) Drum - Originally from Albuquerque, New Mexico, this drum now resides in our 
Aboriginal Speech-Language Program. The drum is used to sing songs either made 
up songs with children and parents or indigenous and traditional songs that we 
have permission to sing. Drumming and singing is often the highlight of our ses-
sions. The beat of the drum is healing. When children learn to keep the beat with 
the leader, it supports language development. 

8) “Magical Egg Chair” - provides a quiet space for children in a busy environment. 
The chair can facilitate self regulation by eliminating visual and auditory stimulation 
and social stress. The child can take the time they need to regroup and regulate.

9) Car & Electronics - many of our professionals are regularly on the go and out in 
the community at various early learning centres and in-home visits. They could not 
do their job with out their computers, cell phones, day timers and of course, their 
vehicles! Staying connected with electronics is key to staying organized on the go.
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